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CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT
contract, with the annual renewal (rollover)
continuing every year in early November.
In 2020, we saw event after event
cancelled for the first time in the history of
the Trust, three times we called off our
annual golf classic and all of our business
lunches along with all other social events
or gatherings. The Trust adapted and put
all its assets at the service on the HSE,
Irish Rural Link and the community in
general. The CE team returned in the
spring on a phased basis, a little in
advance of many others, adapting to social
distancing requirements and recommenced
much of their regular activities.
In April, we became the Limerick Local
Champion for the Coronavirus Community
Response. This meant coordinating
volunteers and working with other local
charities and the local authority, to deliver
aid to those most vulnerable during the
lockdown. One highlight in this role was the
Community Hearts Project, spearheaded
by staff-member Meadhbh, which saw
handmade crocheted hearts in county
colours, courtesy of Therese Nolan,
delivered to elderly people who had been

This is my first report as Chairperson of
Limerick Civic Trust, written as the Trust
looks toward its’ 37th year and looks to
putting the events of 2020, the year of the
Pandemic, behind us.
This report covers the Trust’s and the
Company’s financial year from January to
December 2020.
Following in the legacy of the Trust’s
founding director Denis Leonard, we find
ourselves 37 years on with much to
congratulate ourselves about and yet much
to do. The goals set by the late Denis
Leonard are still there for us to aspire to
and achieve - protecting our heritage and
enhancing the environment of the region
remains our core remit. The CE Scheme
was renewed with a new three-year
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in isolation in nursing and care homes
across Limerick.

which attracted many card game
enthusiasts, and was hosted by the Trust’s
great supporters Brian and Ann McLoghlin.
In June, we were allowed to reopen our
buildings and restart our usual work of
community participation, maintenance, and
events. With the help of a generous
donation of personal protective equipment
from Limerick Institute of Technology, our
staff were able to get back to work safely.
One of our first projects on returning to the
Bishop’s Palace was a collaboration with
Limerick Council on the saving of important
historical architectural salvage from some
building work that was taking place in the
city.

In a collaboration with the Honorary Consul
of France, we organised and hosted a
ceremony to commemorate the Wild
Geese - the thousands of men and women
who fled to Europe under Patrick Sarsfield
after the Siege of Limerick in 1691.
Although numbers were constrained due to
restrictions, the ceremony was well
attended, and those who were there
commented on the wonderful music by
Mícheál Ó Súilleabháin. Proceedings also
included a speech from the Mayor of
Limerick, who went on to lay a wreath at
the bronze sculpture of the Wild Geese on
Merchants Quay.

Limerick Civic Trust participated in
Heritage Week by collaborating with other
Limerick heritage bodies to produce the
Limerick Medieval Trail - copies of this map
can be picked up from the Bishop’s Palace
or from The People’s Museum.
The People’s Museum acquired the
Museum of Childhood Ireland and assisted
on its’ relocation to Limerick where it now
holds a very dominate place in the ground
floor room to the rear of the building. The

We held three very successful online
fundraisers. The first was a Virtual Table
Quiz, which was attended by almost a
hundred people, and was a collaboration
with seven organisations who promote the
culture and heritage of Limerick. The
second was an online Ladies Lunch, where
we delivered delicious boxed lunches from
No.1 Pery Square Hotel, which participants
enjoyed from their own homes while
listening to a talk from wellness expert and
public speaker, Bibi Baskin. We also held a
very popular online Bridge Tournament,
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quantity and variety of artefacts within this
collection are such that we could, in better
times, have different exhibits from it every
month for a year. Also at No.2, we preened
an eclectic mix of taxidermy from Limerick
Museum, of Irish animals. In all the chaos
of opening and closing of different levels of
restrictions, the team managed to present
a photography exhibition from children
from Rathkeale, a modern ceramic
exhibition, an art exhibition, “Unmasked”,
from a mix of local artists, and an exhibition
on the connections between the Ahane
national School and the establishment of
the Australian educational system via
Limerick’s own Richard Burke.

The aim is to engage in dialogue with
Limerick City and County Council with a
view to assisting in the realisation of this
objective. The plan to develop this project
was sadly impacted by Covid-19
restrictions in 2020 leaving the overall
project in limbo for the foreseeable future.
As soon as permitted this is a project that
can be reactivated and driven without
much to-do. This would involve engaging
with owners of currently derelict or
underused buildings, the Local Authority,
developers, and members of the Trust, and
working together in a coordinated and
planned way to embrace the ethos of the
Living City Initiative while creating
comfortable modern living accommodation
within the heart of Limerick.

There are so many people to thank for their
support and encouragement during the
year, a short list of just a few are: Frank
Keohane of Litho Circuits, the JP McManus
Foundation Countess Dunraven, Ellen
McCourt and most importantly my
immediate past Chair Thomas WallaceO’Donnell, who so very ably steered us
through the rise of the C-19, the
international lockdown and the subsequent
consequences all of which had been
unpredictable.

Despite ongoing challenges, much was
achieved in 2020 with CEO David O’Brien
at the helm. Finances are strong, strategic
relationships are being developed and the
impact of the Limerick Civic Trust’s work is
being felt right across the city and county.
Many of our projects are undertaken

I would like to take this opportunity to
welcome Kerstin Mey, president of UL, as
a new patron. The Trust boasts a long and
unyielding friendship with the University of
Limerick, and it is fantastic to see this
continue.
Limerick Civic Trust has continued to
express a keen interest in acquiring and
repurposing historic buildings and we have
our first restoration project back within our
sphere of influence at No. 2 Pery Square.
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through collaboration and partnership
arrangements with organisations like the
Department of Social Protection, Limerick
City and County Council, Limerick
Museum, local communities and parishes
in various parts of Limerick, and Limerick
Markets Trustees. We are sincerely
grateful for their continued support, cooperation and encouragement.

Our ability to deliver on so many projects is
reliant on our supervisors and the
participants in the CE Scheme. Through
our on-the-job training programmes, some
participants have gone from long-term
unemployment to full time employment. We
have a high placement rate and while
many are short term unemployed using the
scheme to retain skills or upskill to get
back to work, for others the impact of the
programme on their lives is enormous. A
big thank you to each and every one of you
for your dedication and commitment.
Finally, I would like to thank all of our
members and patrons for supporting us
through one of the toughest years the Trust
has faced so far – we would not have
survived without you. As we are a
voluntary membership organisation, we are
hugely dependent on and grateful for the
ongoing support from a large number of
people and organisations. Actively
engaging with us means we can work
together to influence change and make a
positive impact on the city you care about.

Patricia Roberts
Chairperson
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providing volunteers, offering solutions and
even delivering Christmas dinners across Co.
Limerick and into north and south Tipperary.

CEO REPORT & PROJECT REVIEW

Upon their return, the teams very quickly got
busy working on key target areas; cleaning our
city’s streets, restoring key sites, improving
river walks, graveyards and public spaces after
months of spring growth and neglect. Much
has been achieved through their dedication
and the support of external agencies,
sponsors, and members. We carried out
general tidying and green space maintenance
on historic cemeteries such as Mount Saint
Lawrence, the Jewish cemetery, Castle
Parade, Kilmurry, St Patrick's, Castle Mungret,
the Canal Bank, and the Red Path, among
many other locations in the city and suburbs.
We also carried out headstone repairs and
work on Limerick's valuable wetlands.

In last year’s annual report, I noted how much
greater an impact the Limerick Civic Trust had
on the environment in and around Limerick
City as the region showed signs of revival.
Reflecting back on 2020, the same can be said
again. During the year we sought, and found, a
number of key opportunities where we could
make an impact.

Following long lockdowns and social
restrictions, we have missed many fundraising
and social events. This means only one thing,
the need to drive much greater efforts to get
back to fundraising and the other activities that
are so very important to the LCT.

In 2020, we confronted the effects of Covid-19
and the following lockdown affecting every
aspect of our activity. We were charged with
maintaining the CE Scheme during the
pandemic, which was done with the incredible
efforts of our CE Supervisors who worked from
home running payroll, updating files and
maintaining weekly contact with all
participants, addressing their needs and
concerns as the nature and the longevity of the
lockdown changed and the year wore on.
While we did not maintain the same level of
activity, the teams were the first in Limerick
back out maintaining various areas of activity.
During lockdown, the management team
focused on supporting the Local Authority in
its’ response to the pandemic, as well as
supporting Irish Rural Link and others in

The success of the Limerick Civic Trust
Lecture Series has left no doubt that it will
return in 2021, or as early as planning allows
following the lifting of Covid-19 restrictions.
Given the quality of the speakers and the
topicality of the subjects, it was however very
surprising how under supported the events
were in terms of attendance. The effort in
bringing the next series of lectures to fruition is
not straightforward and while the cancelation of
the 2020 events will leave us with some
collateral to work with there is much to be
done. In 2021/22, we hope more national
attention can be brought upon the event.
Nevertheless, the feedback received from our
speakers, audience, and sponsors over the
last number of years has made it a truly
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real difference to the environment and how we
enjoy our amenities.
I would like to acknowledge the support of
Limerick City & County Council, the
Department of Employment and Social
Protection, the JP McManus Foundation,
Limerick Regeneration, Careline, LithoCircuits, Ervia, UL, LIT, all our members,
patrons, friends and colleagues. Your support
is instrumental to our success.
Finally, I would like to thank our board
members, who give so much of their time and
effort to guide and support the management of
the Trust under the leadership of our
Chairperson, Patricia Roberts. Patricia
provided insights and understanding, mixed
with a kind and patient manner, which have
been invaluable. Her support and enthusiasm
has been so very important during this
pandemic in 2020 and these same qualities
have been so very important in 2021 as we all
struggle with the effects of a global pandemic.

rewarding experience for everyone who
engaged.
It is difficult to overstate our appreciation for
the support received from our sponsors:
HOM’s, UL, LIT and for the support from
Limerick City & County Council, along with
previous support from Kemmy Business
School.
It has been particularly pleasing to receive
such positive feedback for the few events in
2020 we managed to produce. While the 2020
Limerick Bastille Day Wild Geese Festival
could not go ahead as planned, due to
restrictions, we did manage to host, along with
the Honorary French Consul, a small
commemoration day at the Wild Geese
fountain. This was the county’s first event after
a series of lockdowns, and those who attended
were thrilled to meet people again and hear
live music – all while adhering to social
distancing rules.

David O’Brien
CEO

The following project review summarises the
highlights of 2020. Much of what was achieved
is down to the support and commitment from a
number of people and organisations.
Special thanks go to the seventy plus people
who are involved in the delivery of the Trusts
projects. They are the real heroes who make a
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Project Review 2020
Environment
Street -a-Week Campaign: Each week we
supported the efforts of the Council by
identifying different streets and paths, which
are given deep-clean using our powerful power
washer. Unfortunately, this activity was cut
short due to a lack of access to equipment and
support.

The CE Scheme workers, under the care of the
Trust, dedicated all the hours restrictions
allowed in 2020 to environmental projects.
They, along with the Scheme supervisors Ger,
Bernard and Margaret and the back-office
team with Meadhbh Nolan joining the LCT
early 2020, are the true heroes of the Limerick
Civic Trust. Of course, we cannot forget the
retirement of Ger Imbusch in 2020, Ger is one
of those few individuals who can say they were
part of the making of the LCT with almost 30
years under his belt. We have felt his absence
in the office and we wish him and his family all
the best in the future.

The Canal Bank Walk: We continued to
maintain the Park Canal and maintained the
loop between the abbey river and the
Guinness Bridge, extending down to Shannon
banks, the Red Path as far as the Corbally
baths. Unfortunately, we were requested to
cease operations on the Canal by LCCC and
are much looking forward to returning and
continuing our many years of good work in that
area.
The Limerick Markets: LCT provides six
members of the CE Scheme to the LMT. They
assist with the smooth running of the markets.
Cemetery Maintenance: Limerick Civic Trust
maintains 17 graveyards across Limerick
throughout the year with the support of
Limerick City & County Council. This work also
involves the restoration and repair of
headstones as well as attending to hundreds of
graves in Mount Saint Lawrence.
Community Hearts Project: Led by Meadhbh
Nolan, the LCT delivered hand-made
crocheted hearts, in county colours, to
residents of nursing and care homes across
Limerick during the first lockdown of 2020. At a
time when no visitors were allowed, these gifts
lifted spirits across the county and encouraged
some healthy debates between residents
hailing from different counties.

Here is a summary of what they achieved in
2020:
Castle Garden: Having been granted a licence
by Limerick City & County Council to develop a
park at Castle Green, we mentored the third
and final phase before with a fully accessible
public park awaiting flowerbeds and possible
benches etc.
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Financial Report

Financial Report
Extracts from Limerick Civic Trust’s key
financial statements for the year ended 31
December 2020, namely the Statement of
Financial Activities and the Balance Sheet
indicate that the Trust had a satisfactory
year in financial terms. These Accounts are
not the statutory accounts but a summary
of information relating to both the
statement of financial activities and the
balance sheet. The full financial statements
from which this summary is derived have
received an unqualified opinion from the

Trust’s auditors, Grant Thornton. These
summarised accounts do not give sufficient
information to allow a full understanding of
the financial affairs of the charity. The full
financial statements were approved by the
Board on 27 September 2021 and have
been delivered to the Charity Commission
and Companies House. The full financial
statements including the Report of the
Directors and the Auditors Report may be
obtained from the charity’s registered
office.
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WHY SUPPORT US?

FRIEND OF LIMERICK CIVIC TRUST - € 100

WHY SUPPORT US?

Benefits of Membership

Limerick Civic Trust is a voluntary
organisation. Your membership supports
our conservation, protection and education
programmes, which benefit everyone in our
community as well as those who visit. By
becoming a member, you also enjoy many
benefits:







Know that you are making a real
contribution to the preservation of
Limerick’s cultural heritage and spirit
Priority tickets for LCT events (e.g.
Autumn Lecture Series, Christmas
Business Lunch, etc.)
Acknowledgement of your support

CORPORATE PARTNER
Benefits of Corporate Partnership










JOIN US TODAY!

Play a pivotal role in the protecting
Limerick’s cultural heritage
Be a champion in preserving Limerick’s
architectural legacy
Create a strong charitable community in
your organisation
Strengthen your organisation’s brand and
reputation
Priority tickets for LCT events (e.g.
Autumn Lecture Series, Christmas
Business Lunch, etc.)
Unique PR opportunities
Team-building volunteer days on-site with
LCT
Exclusive rates on boardroom and event
space rental
Show your organisation’s commitment to
Limerick and the community

If you would like to support the work of
Limerick Civic Trust please chose from the
following:
Tel: 061 313399
Email: info@limerickcivictrust.ie

FULL INDIVIDUAL MEMBER - € 275
Benefits of Membership







Create a meaningful impact in
enhancing Limerick’s cultural heritage
and community spirit
Invitations to member-only events
Exclusive rates on boardroom and
event space rental
Priority tickets for LCT events (e.g.
Lecture Series, Christmas Business
Lunch, etc.)
Vote at AGM
Acknowledgement of your support
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THANK YOU
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THANK YOU
As Limerick Civic Trust is a voluntary organisation, we are very grateful to have the
support of the following organisations:

CORPORATE MEMBERS 2020
Limerick Institute of Technology
Holmes
University of Limerick
Mincon

PATRONS OF THE TRUST
We are honoured and grateful to have the
following Patrons:
Edmund the Earl of Limerick
Sylvia Countess of Limerick CBE
The Most Reverend Dr Kenneth Kearon
The Most Reverend Dr Brendan Leahy
Rose Hynes
Dominic West
Kerstin Mey
Professor Vincent Cunnane

